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Stories of renewal 

The future of the whole world is in our hands. If humans stop interfering 
with the environment and leave it alone, it will fully recover. Nature is resilient. 

Following the Chernobyl nuclear plant meltdown, people said it would 
take 20,000 years for the environment to recover enough to once again support 
human life. But in 30 years a giant forest has engulfed the former city of Pripyat 
and has provided a home for once threatened species of wild life. 

New Zealand and a number of other countries are now demarcating 
regions of surrounding ocean as marine sanctuaries, areas off-limits to human 
interference. These refuge sites reveal that in as little as five years, the 
environment and its animal life can make an amazing recovery. The New 
Zealand marine sanctuaries have 600% more life than the surrounding seas.    



In 1883, the island of Krakatoa disappeared under pumice and ash from 
one of the largest volcanic eruptions in modern times. The new island covered 
with lava had no life on it. Three years later, the barren island was home to 
twenty-six species of mostly ferns and algae. 

The first trees emerged eleven years later along with grass species that 
created a grassy savannah. By 1926, the formerly barren island was covered by 
a dense tropical jungle. In the short span of forty- three years, a lava-covered 
sterile environment was transformed into a thriving tropical forest ... all in the 
absence of human civilisation.   We can learn to work in harmony with Nature 
rather than trying to dominate and control it. 
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The POWER of LOVE, GIFT and COMMUNITY. 

The mainstream current financial system causes and perpetrates 
widespread moral injury. Money agreements are given value through storied 
belief agreements. At present these agreements are mostly an ego centred, 
dominating, competitive, greedy, selfish, unsustainable, mindset story. 

It’s time for new agreements about what we value. New Intentions. 



“We are starving for spiritual nourishment. We are starving for a life that 
is personal, connected, and meaningful. By choice, that is where we will direct 
our energy. When we do so, community will arise anew because this spiritual 
nourishment can only come to us as a gift, as part of a web of gifts in which we 
participate as giver and receiver.” 

...“When I speak of meeting our spiritual needs, It is to treat relationship, 
circulation, and material life itself as sacred. Because they are.”       

Charles Eisenstein. Sacred Economics. 

The destructive money story is transforming into a Life-giving NEW 
STORY of heart centred Visionary entrepreneurs who live well by doing good. 
For whom marketing is the communication of a contribution to a healthier, 
happier, lovingly supported and empowered world where there is a high 
purpose and meaning. 

When relationships are enfolded in consciousness and each person is on a 
path to become more open and awake to the highest good for ALL Life, people 
give the utmost value by communicating their vision and gifting their 
contribution to the more Life giving world. 

It seems we have to ‘un-know’ a bit every time we want to know in a new 
way. Light and darkness are complementary parts of the whole. It is only when 
we lose our certainties that we may wake up to the larger myth of colossal cultural 
significance.


